
Low visibility is the reality for many dives in northern
Europe. Reasons for reduced visibility can be seasonal
influences, bottom composition, water movement or other
local factors. In contrast with commercial divers,
recreational divers have a choice to dive inwaterswith low
visibilityornot.

Waterwith limited visibility does not look as inviting as the
clearbluewaters you find in a tropical sea and someunique
lakes. This lack of attractiveness looking at it from the top
may be misleading. Despite complicating factors there are
many divers who really enjoy exploring sites while
swimmingwithin theirownmoving “dome”.

Over the years, divers have developed techniques to
increase enjoyment, control and safety in murky water. A
choice to dive in low visibility comes with the obligation to
learnandmaster these techniques.
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There are numerous reasons to participate in low visibility
dives, but the most common of those is simply that it is the
only diving that is available. Clear waters can be too far
away if youonlyhaveadayoff.

If for you diving is a way to leave the hectic day-to-day life
behind you for a while, bad visibility is actually an
advantage.During thedive the “world” is reduced to a small
dome of which you are the centre. Other than your own
breathing, there is hardly any sound. Within your “small
world” there is no distraction and you can fully concentrate
onwhatever it isyou findonyourway.

Some locations are so special that divers travel long
distances to dive in poor visibility. Depending on the
general interest of the diver, this can be because of a special
biological event, such as hatching of cuttlefish. It can be an
archaeological site, awreckoranyother special feature.

Other diversmay be attracted to the challenges of diving in
bad visibility. They see full control of their dive as the
ultimate test for agooddiver. Such skills includeprevention
of silting, buddy system procedures, navigation,
communication and other factors that are complicated by
the lackofvisibility.

Butmostly– lowvisibility diving is just away tomakeuseof
every possibility to get in thewater and to enjoy beingwith
other divers. The dive is just one part of spending timewith
others. The enjoyment of being outdoors, doing something
active and challenging while laughing, talking and
discussingwithpeople likeyou.



What is Low Visibility?

Equipment Considerations for Low Visibility Diving

There is no norm for visibility. A diver new to the Red Seamay find the visibility on his first dive amazing, while thosewho dive
there every day consider it a bad. Divers vary in their appreciation of visibility. From a technical point of view, it is possible to
provide some definitions. In that view, visibility would be an issue starting from themoment that divers need to adapt the way
theydive. It is generallyaccepted that suchadaptation isnotneededas longas thevisibility isbetter than5metresor so.Visibility
is measured horizontally. It is the distance over which you have a relatively clear view when looking around you. You can
normally look further upward and less far downward. A relatively clear view requires you to see enough contrast to knowwhat
you lookingat.Ashadowpassingbyofwhichyoucannot tell if it is adiverora fishdoesnotcount.

With a visibility of two to fivemetres, it becomes necessary to adapt procedures and advisable to adapt the equipment for diving
in turbid water. Many waters in this range have a big risk of silting (stirring up sediment from the bottom). If such an instant
reduction in visibility is to be expected, it is advisable to adapt procedures and equipment for such events. Visibility below two
meters requires the use of additional equipment. This includes lights, warning signals, a buddy line and adaptations to the
equipment thatmake it easier todiscernyou. Locationswhere thevisibility is less thanametremust at somepointbeconsidered
zero-visibility. Zero visibility dive procedures require abandoning the buddy system. In such waters a lifeline is secured to the
diver.Rather thanbeing in thewater, thebuddyguides thedivervia the lifeline.Thispractice is considered tobebeyondthe scope
of recreationaldiving.

In low visibility divers should carry a dive light (preferably a main
light and a back-up). A powerful torch will not do much good for
looking further ahead. The light reflects on particles in the water,
which blinds the diver and could actually have a negative effect on
underwater vision. A light is useful because it makes it easier for
your buddy to locate you. For that same purpose you can use
underwater strobes. Strobes emit strong flashes of light in short
intervals. If you carry a strobe, you canput it onwhenyoudonot see
yourbuddy.

A torch for diving in murky water should have a narrow beam and
should not be too powerful. A narrow beam allows you to point at

any bottom feature you want to observe, but will limit the blinding effect of light
reflecting on particles. Underwater torches and strobes requiremaintenance. To the left
and right of this page you will find procedures to handle rechargeable batteries and O-
rings.

Spotting you in murky water is easier if you wear bright coloured equipment and if you
have attached reflective tape to your BCD and/or suit. If your fins, weights and cylinders
are bright yellow, you help your buddy to keep an eye on you. Another adaptation to be

considered for diving in low visibility is a buddy
line. A buddy line is no longer than onemetre. It is
worn at the wrist of each buddy. There is some controversy over the use of buddy lines.
This goes back to thebelief thatdivers shouldneverput on apiece of equipment that they
cannot remove. To accommodate concerns about entanglement, a buddy line should not
just be a length of ropewith a loop on each end, but should have a feature (such as a snap
buckle) that allows the divers to sever their connection. Many buddy lines are home
made.
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Procedures for Low Visibility Diving

Knowing in Advance

Worsening already bad visibility, communication,
navigation, staying with your buddy and stress are the
main concerns for low visibility diving and must be
addressed in procedures that address the challenges of
murkywater. Divers can prevent stirring up silt bymoving
slowly anddeliberately. Lowvisibility dives are slowdives.
Avoid theuseof the flutterkick.Firstof all the flutterkick is
meant for relatively fast displacement, which is not the
intent in murky water. Secondly, the flutter kick results in
downward water movement and makes changing
direction a clumsy actionwith a lot ofmovement – both of
which are unfavourable for visibility. Divers should be
neutrally buoyant, hovering closely above the bottom.
Forwardmovement can sometimes be achieved by pulling
oneself with the hands from rock to rock. If the legs are
used for propulsion and for changing direction, it should
be done with the frog kick. The frog kick is learned in the
Advanced ScubaDiver program. It allows easy changing of
directionanddoesnot result indownwardwatermovement.

Communication can be complicated. Not only the lack of visibility plays a role, but also the positioning of swimming side by side
close to the buddy is a complicating factor. Some hand signals involve more than just a hand. Signals for being low on air, ear
problemsorbeing coldare a combinationofhandsandotherbodyparts.Withyour faces less thanametre apart, such signals are
complicated. Ideally you should be able to give all signals by stretching your arm in the field of vision of your buddy or by using
light or sound signals. You could for example agree to signal “I am cold” by rubbing with one hand on top of the other hand. Ear
problems could be signalled by “stay on this level” followed by alternating between opening and closing your hand to a fist. For
lowonairyoucouldsimply showyourSPGorsignal thepressure.

Inmurkywater it is easy towander into shallower or deeperwater unaware. You are always in themiddle of the samedisplacing
“dome”. You have no way of telling where your “dome” is currently located (other than recognizing landmarks from previous
dives). This requiresyou torelyonyour instruments (justasaplaneorboat in fog).Beforeentering thewater, youshould setyour
compass to be sure you find your way back to the exit. During the dive you must monitor your instruments regularly. You can
improve your sense of where you are by acclimatising at the start of the dive. Once underwater just wait a bit and give your eyes
thechance toadapt to lowlight.Youmayfind thatwithadaptedeyes thevisibility isnot asbadasyou first thought.

Staying with your buddy starts with the descent. If buddy contact is lost during a dive, it often happens in the first minute of the
dive.Descend face-to-faceand feet-first. If possible, usea reference (suchas theanchor lineoradescent line). Inbadvisibility it is
common thatdivers swimside-by-sidewithout theusual positioningof onediver slightly in front of the other. Divers tend to stay
at thesameheight to facilitatecommunicationandverification that thebuddy is stillwherehe is supposed tobe.

Panic is the main enemy for dives in murky waters. Panic is the result of mounting anxiety. Anxiety can result from fear of the
unknown. Swimming in a small world, not knowing what is beyond the limits of your vision can cause such anxiety. If you feel
anxietymounting, you should stop.Checkingyour instrument canbe relaxing. Concentrateona
bottom feature and take a few deep breaths to relax. You can continue the dive if you can get
your anxiety in check – if not, you should signal your buddy that the two of you are going to
abort thedive.

It could be an advantage to have some information
about the visibility before entering the water. This
is possible with a Secchi disk. The Secchi disk was
created in 1865 by Pietro Angelo Secchi. It is a disk
of about 20cm in diameter with two black and two
white fields. They are used to measure water
transparency from the surface. The disc is lowered
in the water on a line. The line has a mark for each
metre. The visibility is established by lowering the
disk until the pattern on the disk is no longer
visible.



Taking Care of O-Rings

Every time a torch is opened remove the O-ring(s). To do
this you can use some tissue. Exert light pressure on both
sides of the O-ring and push the O-ring to the side. Thiswill
move the O-ring out of its position and allow you to grab it
with your other hand to remove it. You should clean all
surfaces thatget incontactwith theO-ring.

The O-ring itself needs to be cleaned to remove old grease
and dirt. While doing so you should verify the condition of
the O-ring. Look for damage and cracks. Check if the O-ring
is of equal diameter for the entire length. If an O-ring was
squeezed at some spot in the torch (because of wrong
placement) it will be flattened and should not be used
again. Make sure that the tissue that is used to clean the O-
ringdoesnot leaveanyresidueor fibreson it.

Once the O-ring is cleaned, it needs to be greased again.
There are different types of silicone grease and you need to
make use of the type that is recommended by the
manufacturer fromyour torch.

Don't use too much silicone grease. In the picture, the O-
ring at the bottom has too much grease, the one in the
middle is dry and the O-ring to the left is greased correctly.
The grease should be just enough to allow the O-ring to
slide into place the moment the ambient pressure
increases. Put some grease on a finger and then lubricate
theO-ringuntil it is shiny.

Prevent O-rings from being twisted when you put it in
place. A twisted O-ring does not seal. Twisted O-rings are a
commoncauseof flooding.

Greasing an O-ring must be the last thing you do before
putting it in place. Dust, sand and hairs stick to silicone
grease. If you lay it away for a moment to prepare
something else, you have to start the cleaning of the O-ring
all overagain.

Rechargeable Batteries

Most torches fordiving can beusedwithnormal disposable
batteries. If you use a dive light only every now and then,
that may be your best choice. There are environmental
concerns in the use of batteries. Heavy metals (such as the
Cadmium in NiCad batteries) are a source of pollution.
Rechargeable batteries are more environmentally friendly
if they last sufficiently long.

Decreased performance of rechargeable batteries over
time is often blamed on the “memory effect”. Unfortunately
this is hardly ever the case. Memory effects can be undone,
but damage to the battery cannot. In most cases loss of
battery performance is caused by damage due to
overcharging or completely emptying a torch to zero. If
multiple batteries are used, one will be empty before the
others. The remaining cells cause damage by “forcing”
electricity through theemptycell.

If rechargeable batteries are used for underwater torches,
some simple procedures may aid in keeping them
functional over a long period of time. The first point of
attention is to never keep batteries in a charger longer than
recommended for a full charge. Some chargers are
“intelligent” and charge only when needed, but most are
not. Overcharging occurs when the charger does not shut
down. The second point is to shut down a torch when the
intensity of the light reduces. Most batteries hold complete
voltage until they are almost empty. Dimming light is thus
an indication that thebatteriesarealmost empty.

Regardless if disposableor rechargeable batteries areused,
theyshouldbe removed fromthe torch. It is alwayspossible
that a torch developed a small leak. The fact that a torch
functioned throughout a dive does not mean that it is
completely dry inside. Moisture can cause batteries to
corrode and can prevent the electric circuit from being
completely shut down. Both can lead to chemical leakage.
Depending on the type of battery, chemical leakage can
cause damage to the torch and release an explosive gas
mixture.


